Introduction

By Stephen Naron, Director of the Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies

Tsi Shmelken zugt der tate:
“Zay nisht azoy tamevate!
Du host dayn foter Yankl der Melupn.
In ti dayn kas oyf im aynhaltn.”
Er ken nisht esn,
Er ken nisht shlufn,
Vayl es shteyt geshribn in der Toyre,
Azoy zugt im der Boyre:
“A yidl tur nisht zayn alayn.
A vayb miz men hubn,
Zol im kenen shpeter bagrubn,
A yidele zol nisht zayn alayn.”

Papa says to Shmelke:
"Don't be such a numbskull!
You have your father, Yankl the Milquetoast.
Restrain your anger with him.”
He can't eat,
He can't sleep,
For it's written in the Torah,
Thus speaketh the creator:
"A Jew mustn't be alone.
He must have a wife,
Who can later bury him.
A Jew mustn't be alone."

(a)
Instrumental
(b)
A poor little Yid got drafted.
He got no bread with butter, just cabbage soup.
They gave him a gun, loaded with onions,
And told him to shoot his wife.
(c)
Instrumental
(d)
On a stone sat a gray pigeon,
I'd give you a kiss, but don’t tell anyone.
If you were to tell, I wouldn't feel ashamed
That you kissed me. I wouldn't mind that.

Trayb di khvalyes, tifer taykh,
Trayb zay iber barg in tul.
Mayn gelibtn fundervaytn,
Gris ikh toyznte mul.
Di ertsayl im, tifer taykh,
Fun mayn bitern shikzal,
Az mayn leybn iz vi ayn triber tul,
On a zin un on shtral.

Drive your waves, deep river,
Drive them over mountains and valleys.
From afar, I send my beloved,
A thousand greetings.
Tell him, deep river,
Of my bitter fate,
For my life is like a dismal valley,
Without a ray of sunlight.

Introduction to Songs 4–5
Peretz H. (HVT-3569), b. 1927, was a child in his native Warsaw, Poland, when the war broke out. He used to sing in the streets of his hometown to
earn a living, and shared several songs in his 1993 Fortunoff Video Archive testimony.

Kadima—Vorwärts,
Vorwärts, im Schritt,
Wir haben keine Zeit zu verlieren.
Wir wissen, wir tragen die Zukunft mit,
D’rum müssen wir vorwärts marschieren.
Wir kämpfen für Freiheit, Gleichkeit und Recht,
Wir kämpfen für Israels Ehre.
Wir wollen ein neues starkes Geschlecht.
Wir fordern die Jüdische Ehre.

SIDE TWO
Introduction to Songs 7—10
Liubov K. (HVT-3280) was born in 1921 in Zvenigorodka, Ukraine.
The four pieces—two songs and two poems—she performed during
her 1994 testimony about her experiences in the labor camps
surrounding her hometown are unique historical documents telling
the story of the camp prisoners’ everyday struggle for survival. The
camps themselves, the nearby villages where the inmates used to
escape to get food, and Stepan, a Ukrainian collaborator and camp
guard, are named in two of the four texts.
Three of the four texts are in Russian, albeit with some errors, both
grammatical and stylistic. While Liubov and many of her fellow
prisoners were multilingual, this suggests that the lyrics may have
been composed by non-native speakers.

7. In dem kleinem Dorf, in Smiltschenzi (In the Little Village Smilchyntsi). This is a fascinating attempt by native Yiddish speakers to compose
a song in German. The result is a mixed, almost macaronic text—largely German but with a few Yiddishisms mixed in. The song conveys the
suffering of Jewish mothers who were separated from their children and longed for their homes.
The style and form of the song are reminiscent of interwar (Weimar Republic) cabaret and theater songs in the spirit of Kurt Weill. One or more of
these may have provided the basis for the song and its language. Another indirect clue that the song may not have been originally composed by
the labor camp inmates is the widespread use of popular songs with new texts during World War II.
In den kleinem Dorf, in Smiltschenzi
Wohnen Juden in dem Lager unglücklich.
Und die Frauen weinen,
Weinen ohn’ ein Grund:
“Wo ist unser Heimat?
Wann seinen wir zuhaus’?
In der Stall wie Schweinen leben wir
Und wie Hunden hungrig seinen wir.
Das Kind hat keine Mutter
Die Mutter hat kein Kind
Wo ist unser Heimat?
Wann seinen wir zuhaus’?
Juden, Juden leidest uns
Was von denen wusst kein Mann
Von die Tränen unsere
Keinen Flüssen sein
Von dem Blut von unserem
Kann sein ein Okean.”

.

In the little village Smilchyntsi
In the camp the Jews are living miserably.
Hear the women crying,
Crying without end:
“Where is our homeland?
When will we return?
In the stall we live like pigs
Hungry as dogs are we.
A child without a mother
A mother without child
Where is our homeland?
When will we return?
Jews, o Jews, o how we suffer
Nothing like it was ever known
The tears we’ve wept
Could be rivers
The blood we’ve spilled
Could be an ocean.”

9. Stepan-blondin (Stepan the Blond). This is a ballad that tells the story of inmates escaping their labor camp to a nearby village to get food
and their cruel guard Stepan. Liubov K. recited it as a poem in her testimony, without melody. D. Zisl Slepovitch set it to a melody that evokes
Argentine tangos, popular Soviet songs, and military marches.

Introduction to Song 11
Ruth C. (HVT-3793) was born in Kraków, Poland, in 1920. During the Holocaust, she survived several labor camps and concentration camps in
both her native country and Germany.

Dark night hovers over the roofs,
The city is sound asleep.
Only we—just one more step,
And the heart will die in pain.

12. Treblinka Survival Song. Irene S.’s native languages were Polish and Yiddish; her Russian was somewhat limited. Nonetheless, she chose the
latter for her song-manifesto of the enslaved children at Treblinka in order to allow a Russian-speaking fellow inmate to sing it in his own language.

13. Ani Ma’amin (I Believe). Among the songs that the young prisoners in Treblinka, including Irene S., sang to support their faith and hope for
survival and liberation were Hebrew songs they had learned in Poland before the war—presumably as part of Tarbut (“Culture”), the interwar Polish
Zionist educational system. After the State of Israel came into existence, “Ani Ma’amin,” also known as “Sakhki, Sakhki,” became a
popular staple song.
The lyrics were composed by Shaul Tchernichovsky as a poem in 1894 in Odessa. This performance presents an abridged version of Tchernichovsky’s
poem, in keeping with Irene’s performance, with one exception: in her testimony, Irene started singing the song on the second verse; here we
perform it from the beginning.
Sakhki sakhki al hakhalomot
zu ani hakholem sach
Sakhki ki b'adam a'amin
ki odeni ma'amin bakh

Laugh, laugh at these dreams—
This is me, the dreamer, speaking—
Laugh because I still believe in humanity,
Because I still believe in you.

Ki od nafshi dror sho'efet
lo makhartiah l'egel paz
Ki od amin gam be'adam
gam berukho ruakh az
Rukho yashlikh kavlei-hevel
yeromemeynu bomatay-al
Lo bara'av yamut oved
dror la'nefesh pat ladal.

Because my soul still longs for freedom,
I have not sold it for a golden calf.
Because I still believe in humanity
And in its spirit, a strong spirit.
This spirit will cast off the shackles of falsehood,
And will be uplifted.
No worker shall die of hunger;
Freedom for the soul, bread for the poor.

ALBUM ART
Yulia Ruditskaya created the illustrations for this album; see more of her work at
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